
Enhancing digital payments security
with Cloud Token

Latin America & Caribbean consumers are turning to eCommerce during the COVID-19 outbreak due 
to the fact that social distancing measures and shelter-in-place orders have made online shopping 

more convenient or in some cases, the only way to get the goods they need. 

Providing digital payment experiences while 
protecting consumers’ sensitive information from 
fraud is crucial in this context. As more consumers are 
shopping through different mobile devices, Visa 
Token Service replaces sensitive account 
information, such as the 16-digit primary account 
number, with a unique digital identifier called a token. 

Cloud Token
provides an extra layer
of security to mitigate 
online fraud

The Cloud Token framework 
includes new capabilities to better 
serve the evolving opportunities in 
digital commerce. It allows 
consumer verification via device 
binding and provides more visibility 
into who is making the purchase.
This framework, provides a 
Consumer Device Cardholder 
Verification method (CDCVM) with 
every transaction and a Trust Device 
experience which can help improve 
consumer authentication, 
authorization rates, lifecycle 
management and frictionless 
experiences.

According to Americas Market 

Intelligence, “In Latin America & 
Caribbean, the online purchase 
of essential goods 
(supermarket, pharmacy and 
household supplies) will grow 
47% in 2020 over 2019”. 

The token allows payments
to be processed without exposing 
actual account details.
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Creates an extra layer of security with stronger 
consumer authentication to determine if the online 
purchase was legitimately submitted by the cardholder.

Token requestors will perform a process called 
device binding, which will link (or bind) a trust 
device. During this process issuers will be able to 
authenticate the consumer that is adding the 
credential seeking to ensure it is the rightful owner.

Issuers can additionally verify the cardholder 
during subsequent transactions in a Trust Device  
with the help of device data & Consumer Device 
Cardholder Verification Method (CDCVM) which can 
increase the chance of the transaction getting 
approved.

Tokenization is more than just security

In addition to protecting your business, tokenization helps you launch 
new mobile and digital experiences, improve the efficiency of your 
payment operations and get better visibility into customer behavior.

Real-time card updates 
and improved 
authorization rates 
when issuers update 
the data

A single integration to 
access the benefits of 
network tokens

360 view of the customer 
experience across 
channels

Payment data secured  
in Visa data centers

Card re-issuance costs, 
due to data breaches, will 
be reduced for issuers

About Visa. Visa Inc. (NYSE: V) is the world’s leader in digital payments. Our mission is to connect the world through the most innovative, reliable and secure payment network - enabling individuals, businesses and economies to thrive. Our 
advanced global processing network, VisaNet, provides secure and reliable payments around the world, and is capable of handling more than 65,000 transaction messages a second. The company’s relentless focus on innovation is a catalyst 
for the rapid growth of digital commerce on any device, for everyone, everywhere. As the world moves from analog to digital, Visa is applying our brand, products, people, network and scale to reshape the future of commerce.

The information, recommendations, or “best practices” contained herein (the “Information”) are provided "AS IS,” and are intended for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon for business, operational, marketing, financial, 
legal, technical, tax, or other advice.  Visa is not responsible for your use of the Information (including errors, omissions, inaccuracy, or non-timeliness of any kind) or any assumptions or conclusions you might draw from its use.  Visa makes 
no warranty, express or implied, and explicitly disclaims the warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, any warranty of non-infringement of any third party's intellectual property rights, any warranty that the 
Information will meet the requirements of a client, or any warranty that the Information is updated and will be error free.  To the extent permitted by applicable law, Visa shall not be liable to a client or any third party for any damages under 
any theory of law, including, without limitation, any special, consequential, incidental, or punitive damages, nor any damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business information, or other monetary loss, even if 
advised of the possibility of such damages.

This document is intended for illustrative purposes only. It contains depictions of a product currently in the process of deployment and should be understood as a representation of the potential features of the fully deployed product. The 
final version of this product may not contain all of the features described in this presentation. 

Visa is here
to help you

Contact your Visa account executive 
to understand why Cloud Token 
framework can help you protect 
against fraud and increase your 

authorization and conversion rates.
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7 things you need to know about
 Cloud Token
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Token requestors will benefit by establishing 
streamline future e-commerce transactions,  
enabling customer authentication providing 
increased security, minimizing cardholder friction 
and improving CNP authorization rates.

Once consumer get authenticated in a trust 
device the friction will be reduce significant for 
subsentence transactions.

The new features announced with Cloud Token 
framework are targeted for the October 2020 
Business Enhancements Release.

Existing Token requestors and issuers 
participating in Visa Token Service today will need 
to implement incremental changes in order to 
support Cloud Token framework.


